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Abstract
Our aim is to study the set of K-rational expressions describing rational series. More precisely
we are concerned with the de,nition of quotients of this set by coarser and coarser congruences
which lead to an extension—in the case of multiplicities—of some classical results stated in the
Boolean case. In particular, multiplicity analogues of the well known theorems of Brzozowski
and Antimirov are provided.
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1. Introduction
Language theory is a rich and everlasting domain of study since computers have
always been operated by identi,ers and sequences of words. In the case when weights
are associated to words, the theory of series, which is an extension of language theory,
is invoked. Some results of the two theories are strikingly similar, the preeminent
example being the theorem of Kleene–Sch:utzenberger which states that a series is
rational if and only if it is recognizable (by a K-automaton) [27]. Therefore, we feel that
it should be of interest to contribute to build ,rm foundations to the study of abstract
formulae (i.e. K-rational expressions) describing rational series. These formulae have
been used as a powerful tool to describe the inverse of a noncommutative matrix [13].
Rational expressions are realizable into the algebra of series. They are the counterpart
of regular expressions of language theory and our work on rational expressions is close
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to the contributions of Antimirov [1], Brzozowski [4] and more recently Champarnaud
and Ziadi [5–7] who studied the properties of regular expressions and their derivatives.
The kernel of the projection: rational expressions → rational series will be called
∼rat . We are concerned here with the study of congruences which are ,ner than ∼rat
and which give rise to normal forms (for references on the subject of rational identities
see [3,8,17,25]). Antimirov in [1] gives a list of axioms suited to the Boolean case.
We give here a list of K-axioms which will be treated as congruences, extending the
preceding ones in the case of multiplicities. A set of coarser and coarser congruences is
considered and analogues of the well known theorems of Antimirov [1] and Brzozowski
[4] are provided in this frame.
The structure of the paper is the following. The main theorems concerning congruences on the set of regular expressions are gathered in the next section. Section 3 gives
a brief description of formal series and rational expressions. Section 4 introduces the
notion of a K-module congruence, provides a list of admissible congruences to compute with rational expressions and states an analogue of Antimirov’s theorem in the
setting of multiplicities. Section 5 deals with the existence of deterministic recognizers
and gives a generalization of Brzozowski’s theorem.
2. Regular expressions
We brieLy recall results issued from the works of Brzozowski [4] and Antimirov [1]
in the Boolean domain. The reader is referred to [29] for a recent survey of automaton
theory.
Brzozowski has de,ned the notion of word derivative of a regular expression. Let
R() be the set of regular expressions over a given alphabet . Let 0 denote the null
expression and  the empty word. Let E, F and G be regular expressions. We consider
the following congruences on R():
• E + (F + G) ∼ (E + F) + G (Associativity of +) [A].
• E + F ∼ F + E (Commutativity of +) [C].
• E + E ∼ E (Idempotency of +) [I ].
The ∼aci congruence is de,ned by [A; C; I ].
Theorem 1 (Brzozowski [4]). The set of derivatives of every regular expression in
R()=∼aci is 9nite.
Antimirov has introduced the notion of partial derivative of a regular expression.
A monomial is a pair x; E where x is a symbol of  and E a nonnull regular
expression. A linear form is a set of monomials. The word concatenation is extended
to linear forms by the following equations, where l and l are arbitrary linear forms,
and F and E are regular expressions diMerent of 0 and of :
l  0 = ∅;
∅  E = ∅;
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l   = l;
{x; }  E = {x; E};
{x; F}  E = {x; F · E};
(l ∪ l )  E = (l  E) ∪ (l  E):
The linear form lf(E) of a regular expression E is the set of monomials inductively
de,ned as follows:
lf(0) = ∅;
lf() = ∅;
lf(x) = {x; };

∀x ∈ ;

lf(F + G) = lf(F) ∪ lf(G; );

lf(F)  G
if Null(F) = 0;
lf(F · G) =
lf(F)  G ∪ lf(G) otherwise;
lf(F ∗ ) = lf(F)  F ∗ :


Given a linear form l = {x1 ; F1 ; : : : ; xk ; Fk } we write
lf(E) to denote the regular
expression
x
·F
+
·
·
·
+
x
·F
(up
to
an
arbitrary
permutation
of the summands). Notice
1
1
k
k

that
∅ is 0.
Theorem 2 (Antimirov [1]). For any regular expression E in R(), the following
linear factorization holds:

lf(E)
if Null(E) = 0;
E=

 + lf(E) otherwise:
Finally, F is a partial derivative of E w.r.t. x if and only if there exists a monomial
x; F in lf(E). The following result holds:
Theorem 3 (Antimirov [1]). The set of partial derivatives of every regular expression
in R() is 9nite.

3. Series and rational expressions
3.1. Noncommutative formal series (NFS)
3.1.1. The algebra of NFS
We give here a brief description of the, by now classical, theory of series. The
reader is also invited to consult [3,14,19,20,28].
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A semiring K(+; ×) is the data of two structures of monoid (K; +) (commutative)
and (K; ×) (not necessarily commutative), × being distributive over + and 0K being
an annihilator (roughly speaking, a semiring is a ring where the “minus” operation
may not exist). For a set of symbols , a NFS is a mapping f : ∗ → K. The set of
∗
NFS (i.e. 
K  ) is often denoted K. One denotes alternatively f in the “sum-like”
form S = w∈∗ f(w)w which appeals, in a natural way, the scalar product denotation
f(w) = S|w.
For every family of series (Si )i∈I , if for each word w ∈ ∗ the mapping i → Si |w
has a ,nite support (i.e. the set of indices for which Si |w = 0 is ,nite), then the
series


 
Si |w w
w∈∗

i∈I


is well-de,ned and will be denoted by
i∈I Si . Such a family (Si )i∈I will be called
summable.
The following operations are natural in K. Let us recall them:
(1) Sum and scalings are de,ned componentwise:



f(w)w +
g(w)w :=
(f(w) + g(w))w;
w∈∗




w∈∗

w∈∗

f(w)w :=


w∈∗

w∈∗



(f(w))w;


w∈∗



f(w)w  :=
(f(w))w:
w∈∗

(2) Concatenation, Cauchy product, or convolution:


 






f(w)w :
g(w)w :=
f(u)g(v) w:
w∈∗

w∈∗

w∈∗

uv=w

(3) If S is without
term (i.e. S| = 0K ), the family (S n )n ∈ N is summable,
constant
n
and the sum n¿0 S will be denoted S ∗ .
Now, we get an algebra with four binary laws, two external ones (scalings) and two
internal ones (sum and concatenation) and a unary internal law partially de,ned (the
star). Notice that, when K is commutative, with f and  as above, one has :f = f:
and only the left action of K is required.
The adjoint operation of left and right multiplications can be called shifts (known
sometimes as “quotients” see [14]) and is of the ,rst importance for the study of rationality. One can use a covariant denotation (such as u / f; f . u [15]) or a contravariant
one (such as u−1 f; fu−1 ).
Denition 4. (A) Right shifts (left quotients) of S :=
S . u|w = S|uw = u−1 S|w:
(B) Left shifts (right quotients) of S :=
u / S|w = S|wu = Su−1 |w:





w∈∗ S|ww

w∈∗ S|ww

are de,ned by

are de,ned by
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Note 1. (i) It is easy to see that “triangle” is covariant: (S . u) . v = S . uv; u / (v / S) =
uv / S, and “quotient” is contravariant: u−1 (v−1 S) = (vu)−1 S; (Su−1 )v−1 = S(vu)−1 .
(ii) Shifts are (two-sided) linear, they satisfy very simple identities. Let a ∈ ; S,
Si ∈ K (i = 1; 2). The following identities hold:
a−1 x =  if x = a;
= 0 if x ∈ ( − {a}) ∪ {0};
a−1 (S1 + S2 ) = a−1 S1 + a−1 S2 ;
a−1 (S) = a−1 S; a−1 (S) = (a−1 S);
a−1 (S1 :S2 ) = (a−1 S1 ):S2 + const(S1 )a−1 (S2 );
a−1 (S ∗ ) = (a−1 S):S ∗ (if S has a null constant term):
Notice that similar but more complicated identities hold for the trace monoid [12].
(iii) Right shifts commute with left shifts (straightforwardly due to associativity)
and satisfy similar identities.
∗
∗
has (a−1 )2 S =
Example 5. For example, with a ∈ ; $; % ∈ K and S =
(a$) (%a)n−j one
2
2
∗
−n
n
j
$ S + ($% + % )(%a) . Finally, we get: a S = $ S + 16j6n ($ % )(%a)∗ .

3.2. Rational expressions
3.2.1. Construction, constant terms and shifts
The completely free formulas for these laws is the universal algebra generated by
 ∪ {0E } as constants and the ,ve preceding laws (1E will be constructed as 0∗E and
still be denoted ). These expressions, by a standard argument, form a set which will
be denoted Ecf (; K).
Example 6. For example (a∗ )∗ ∈ Ecf (; K). However, we will see later that this expression is not to be considered as valid in our setting.
Now, we construct a pull-back of the “constant term” mapping of the series.
Denition 7. (i) The function const : Ecf (; K) → K is (partially) recursively de,ned
by the rules
(1) If x ∈  ∪ {0E } then const(x) = 0K .
(2) If E; Ei ∈ Ecf (; K), i = 1; 2 then
const(E1 + E2 ) = const(E1 ) + const(E2 );
const(E1 · E2 ) = const(E1 ) × const(E2 );
const(E) =  const(E); const(E) = const(E):
(3) If const(E) = 0K then const(E ∗ ) = 1K .
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(ii) The domain of const (i.e. the set of expressions for which const is de,ned) will
be denoted E(; K) (or E, for short) in the sequel (we then have (0K )∗ =  ∈ E).
Remark 8. (i) We de,ne left and right shifts by formulas of Note 1 and their right
analogues.
In this way, it is easy to see that we get well (everywhere) de,ned operators on
E(; K) which will be still denoted a−1 (?) and (?)a−1 in the sequel.
(ii) The set E(; B) is a strict subset of the set of free regular expressions but, due
to the (Boolean) identity (X + )∗ = X ∗ , the two sets have the same expressive power.
(iii) The class of rational expressions is a small set (in the sense of Mc Lane [22]),
its cardinal is countable if  and K are ,nite or countable.
(iv) Sticking to our philosophy of “following the Boolean track”, we must be able to
evaluate rational expressions within the algebra of series. It is a straightforward veri,cation to see that, given a mapping ( :  → + , there exists a unique (poly)morphism
(T : E → K which extends (. In particular, let ( :  ,→ + be the inclusion mapT E ) = .
ping, then the kernel of (T will be denoted ∼rat . Notice here that ((1
Now, we can state a celebrated theorem discovered by Sch:utzenberger and coined
as Kleene–Sch:utzenberger’s theorem.
Theorem 9. For a series S ∈ K, the following conditions are equivalent:
T
(i) The series S is in the image of (.
(ii) There
) (∀a ∈ )
 exists a 9nite family (Si )i∈I , stable under derivation (i.e. (∀i ∈ I
a−1 Si = j∈I *ij (a)Sj ) such that S is a linear combination of the Si (i.e. S = i∈I i Si ).
Denition 10. A series which ful,lls the preceding equivalent conditions will be called
rational. The set of rational series is denoted K rat .
3.2.2. Congruences
We are now interested to describe series by quotient structures of E(; K) (going
from E(; K) ∼
= E(; K)= = to K rat  ∼
= E(; K)=∼rat ). If the equivalence is ∼rat ,
we get the series with the advantage of algebraic facilities (K-module structures, many
identities, etc: : :) but syntactic diUculties. In fact, the equivalence ∼rat is not well
understood (the question of systems of identities—on expressions—for the K-algebra
of series has been discussed in [8,17]). On the other end, equality does not provide
even the identity: (E + F) ∼ E + F or, at least, associativity. This is the reason why
Brzozowski [4] and Antimirov [1] studied intermediate congruences. What follows is
a step in this direction.
Denition 11. A congruence on the algebra E(K; ) is an equivalence ∼ which is
compatible with subtree substitutions.
The following proposition is rather straightforward, but of crucial importance.
Proposition 12. The set of congruences on E(; K) is a complete sublattice of the
lattice of all equivalence relations.
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At this level, three things are lacking. First, rational expressions do not yet form a
K-module in spite of the fact that the operators a−1 are wanted to be linear; second, an
expression can have in,nitely many independent derivatives (for example E = (a∗ ):(a∗ )
with K = N) and to end with we do not recover Brzozowski’s theorem. There is a
simple way to solve this at once. It consists in associating the expressions which
are identical “up to a K-module axiom”; these congruences will be called K-module
congruences.
4. K -module congruences
From now on and for a lighter exposition, we will consider K as a commutative semiring. For K noncommutative the theory holds but needs the structure of K–
K-bimodule with is rather cumbersome to expound (and therefore confusing at ,rst
sight).
We shall see that there is a ,nest congruence ∼acm1 such that the quotients of
the laws + : E × E → E and :ext : K × E → E endow E=∼ with a K-module structure.
But, to get the classical “step by step” construction which guarantees that every rational expression can be embedded into a ,nite type module, one needs a little more
(i.e. ∼acm2 ).
4.1. General de9nitions and properties
Denition 13. Let (M; +) be a commutative monoid with neutral 0M . A K-module
structure on M , is the data of an external law K × M → M satisfying identically:
(1) (u + v) = u + v; 0M = 0M .
(2) ( + *)u = u + *u; 0K u = 0M .
(3) (*u) = (*)u; 1K u = u.
The notions of morphisms and submodules are straigthforward.
Remark 14. (i) The de,nition above stands for left modules and we a have a similar
de,nition for right modules.
(ii) This structure amounts to the data of a morphism of semirings
K(+; ×) → (End(M; +); +; ◦):
We give now some (standard) de,nitions on the set of functions X → K which will
be of use below.
Denition 15. (i) For any set X , the set of functions X → K is a module and will be
∗
denoted K X . In particular, the set K := K  of NFS forms a K-module.
(ii) The support of f ∈ K X is de,ned as supp(f) = {x ∈ X |f(x) = 0K }.
(iii) The subset K (X ) ⊂ K X of functions with ,nite support is a submodule of K X ,
sometimes called the free module with basis X .
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Example 16. A commutative and idempotent monoid (M; +) is naturally endowed with
a (unique) B-module structure given by 1B x = x; 0B x = 0M . This setting will be used
in Section 5.
Note 2. (i) For implementation (as needed, for instance, after Theorem 23) an object
f ∈ K (X ) is better realized as a dynamic two rows array
x1 · · · xn
$1 · · · $n
x1 ¡ · · · ¡xn being the support of f and f(xi ) = $i .
(ii) Every module considered below will be endowed with a richer structure, that is
a linear action of the free monoid on it, denoted (?):u and such that (?):(uv) = ((?):u):v.
Such a structure will be called a K–∗ -module structure. In fact, these actions will
always come from the projections of (iterated) derivatives.
Now, we have to extend in this general framework the notion of stability mentioned
in Theorem 9.
Denition 17. (i) Let (mi )i∈I be a ,nite family in a K–∗ -module M . We say that it
is stable under transitions (FST in the following) iM for every letter a ∈  and i ∈ I ,
we have coeUcients *ij (a) such that

mi :a =
*ij (a)mj :
j∈I

Equivalently, this amounts to say that the submodule generated by the family is stable
under the action of ∗ .
(ii) (-determinism) A FST will be called -deterministic if the rows of the transition
matrices can be choosen with at most one nonzero element. That is for every letter
a ∈  and i ∈ I , either mi :a = 0M or there exists j ∈ I and *ij (a) such that
mi :a = *ij (a)mj :
(iii) (Determinism for a FST) A FST will be called deterministic if the rows of the
transition matrices can be choosen with at most one nonzero element which must be
1K . That is for every letter a ∈  and i ∈ I , either mi :a = 0M or there exists j ∈ I such
that
mi :a = mj :
(iv)
Let F = (mi )i∈I be a FST then, for every m linear combination of the FST (i.e.
m = i∈I i mi ) we will say that m admits the FST F.
There is a simple criterion to test whether an element admits a deterministic FST.
Proposition 18 (Deterministic criterion). Let M be a K–∗ -module. Then we have
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(i) An element m ∈ M admits a deterministic FST i= the set {m:u}u∈∗ is 9nite.
(ii) More precisely, if the (deterministic) FST is of cardinality n, the cardinality
of the orbit of m by ∗ (i.e. m:∗ = {m:u}u∈∗ ) has a cardinality which does not
exceed (n + 1)n .
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) can be proven simultaneously, considering that the cardinality of the monoid of (row) deterministic n × n matrices (i.e. the set of matrices
with at most one “one” on each row) has cardinality (n + 1)n .
Note 3. (i) From the preceding proof one sees that, if an element admits a deterministic
FST, there is a deterministic FST to which this element belongs.
(ii) If m admits a FST and if K is ,nite, then its orbit is ,nite and hence, m admits
a deterministic FST.
(iii) The bound is reached for ]¿3 and ]K¿n. In fact, the monoid of (row)
deterministic n × n matrices (seen as mappings f : [0::n] → [0::n] such that f(0) = 0) is
generated by
• the transposition (1; 2),
• the long cycle (1; 2; 3; : : : ; n),
• the projection k → k; k¡n and n → 0.
To each letter corresponds one of the preceding transitions (all of them must be
choosen). Since ]K¿n we can take a family of n diMerent coeUcients (1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ).
Using the standard process to compute a FST with given transition matrices, we see
that the expression with coordinate vector (1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ) has an orbit with exactly
(n + 1)n elements.
The characterization for the -determinism seems to be not so simple. It is possible,
however, to complete it in the case of one variable ( = {a}) and K a (commutative)
,eld.
Proposition 19 (-deterministic criterion). Let  = {a} be a one letter alphabet and K
be a 9eld. Let M be a K–∗ -module. Then, an element m ∈ M admits a -deterministic
FST i= there exists an N ∈ N − {0} such that the module generated by (m:an )n¿N is
9nite dimensional and if aN acts diagonally on it.
Proof. The “if” part follows from the fact that the monoid of -deterministic row
matrices is of rank less than (n + 1)n . The “only if” part is shown by the explicit
construction of a FST.
4.2. Admissible congruences: a basic list
Now, we want to compute with rational expressions, so we need to give us additional
rules. These rules must preserve the actions of (a−1 (?))a ∈  and, since they must
describe rational series, they must be ,ner than ∼rat .
Denition 20. (i) A congruence ∼ on the set E(K; ) will be called admissible iM it
is ,ner than ∼rat and compatible with the operators a−1 and the const mapping.
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(ii) We give the following list of congruences on E(K; ):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E1 + (E2 + E3 ) ∼ (E1 + E2 ) + E3 (A+)
• E1 + E2 ∼ E2 + E1 (C)
E + 0E ∼ 0E + E ∼ E (N )
(E + F) ∼ E + F; 0E ∼ 0E (ExtDl)
( + *)E ∼ E + *E; 0K E ∼ 0E (ExtDr)
(*E) ∼ (*)E; 1K E ∼ E (ExtA)
(E + F) · G ∼ E · G + F · G; 0E · F ∼ 0E (Dr)
E · (F + G) ∼ E · F + E · G; E · 0E ∼ 0E (Dl)
 · E ∼ E (Ul) (Unit left)
• E ·  ∼ E (Ur) (Unit right)
(E) · F ∼ (E · F) (MixA·)
• E · (F · G) ∼ (E · F) · G (A ·)
E ∗ ∼  + E · E ∗ (Star)

(iii) The ∼acm1 congruence is de,ned by [A+; C; N; Ext(Dl; Dr; A)]. ∼acm2 is de,ned by ∼acm1 ∧ MixA· ∧ Dr that is [A+; C; N; MixA·; Ext(Dl; Dr; A)]. ∼acm3 is de,ned
by ∼acm1 ∧ MixA·; ∧ A ·; ∧ Dr; l ∧ Ur; l that is [A+; C; N; MixA·; A ·; Dr; Dl; Ur; Ul; Ext(Dl;
Dr; A)].
(iv) In the following E=∼acmi will be denoted Ei .
Proposition 21. (i) The set of admissible congruences is a complete sublattice of the
lattice of all congruences on E(K; ).
(ii) All the ∼acmi are admissible congruences.
Remark 22. (i) It is obvious that ∼acm1 ⊂ ∼acm2 ⊂ ∼acm3 .
(ii) The congruence ∼acm1 is the ,nest one such that the quotients of the laws (sum
and external product of E(K; )) endow the quotient E=∼ with a K-module structure.
(iii) For every admissible congruence ∼ coarser than ∼acm1 , the quotient E=∼ is
canonically endowed with a (left) K-module structure (and hence a K–∗ -module
structure since the congruence is a−1 -compatible).
The following proposition states that there is a tractable normal form in every quotient Ei = E=∼acmi , for i = 1; 2; 3.
Theorem 23. The modules Ei ; i = 1; 2; 3 are free.
4.3. An analogue for a theorem of Antimirov
Now we state an analogue of a theorem of Antimirov in our setting.
Theorem 24. (i) To every (class of) rational expression(s) E ∈ E=∼acm2 , one can
associate algorithmically a FST FE = (Ei )i∈I such that E is a linear combination
of FE .
(ii) (Deterministic property). If the semiring is 9nite, then the set of derivatives
in E=∼acm1 of every rational expression is 9nite and hence admits a deterministic
FST.
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Remark 25. The algorithms provided by a step by step construction are not always the
best possible (see [11] for a probabilistic discussion on this point). One could, when
it happens, avoid redundancy; see below an example where this can be done.
Example 26. Let E = x∗ (xx + y)∗ . The following FSTs are inductively computed:
fst(x) = {x; };
fst(x∗ ) = {xx∗ ; };
fst(xx) = {xx; x; };
fst(xx + y) = {xx; x; y; };
fst((xx + y)∗ ) = {xx(xx + y)∗ ; x(xx + y)∗ ; y(xx + y)∗ ; };
fst(E = x∗ (xx + y)∗ ) = {E1 = xx∗ (xx + y)∗ ; E2 = xx(xx + y)∗ ;
E3 = x(xx + y)∗ ; E4 = y(xx + y)∗ ; E5 = };
E = E1 + E2 + E4 + E5 :
The previous theorem predicts the existence of a (algorithmically constructible) FST
in the generated submodule of which every term is embedded. If K is a ,eld or a
,nite semiring one can take a ,nite set of derivatives. This is not possible in general
as shown by the following critical counterexample.
Example 27. Let K = N and E = a∗ · a∗ . Then, applying the rules, one can show that,
in E=∼acm3 , we have a−n E = E + na∗ and so, the set of derivatives of E is in,nite and
cannot be generated by any ,nite subset of it. Moreover, the associated series admits
no deterministic recognizer and hence it is so for E itself.
In fact, looking closer at the proof of Theorem 24(ii), one sees that the conclusion
holds if the semiring satis,es the following weaker property:
Property B. 1 The submonoid generated by a 9nite number of matrices in K n×n is
9nite.
Note 4. It is clear that ,niteness implies Property B but the converse is false as shown
by the semiring B(N) ⊕ B:1N , the subsemiring of functions N → B being either almost everywhere 0 or almost everywhere 1 (i.e. the subsets which are either ,nite or
co,nite).

1 In honour of Burnside, Brzozowski and Boole. Note that condition B is stronger that Burnside condition
[10] for semirings.
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5. Determinism and the converse of a theorem of Brzozowski
Our concern here is to study the existence of deterministic recognizers. We give a
generalization of Brzozowski’s theorem and its converse in the sense that we provide
a necessary and suUcient condition over the semiring K so that every automaton could
have a deterministic counterpart. Now, we weaken the ∼acm1 equivalence so that, by
specialization to K = B one should recover ∼aci .
Denition 28. For a semiring K, the ∼acs equivalence is de,ned, on the set E0 =
E(K; ) ∪ {!} (! ∈= E), by the pairs
• E1 + (E2 + E3 ) ∼ (E1 + E2 ) + E3 (A+),
• E1 + E2 ∼ E2 + E1 (C),
• E + ! ∼ ! + E ∼ E (N )
and the (S) relations
• (E + F) ∼ E + F; ! ∼ ! (ExtDl)
• ( + *)E ∼ E + *E; 0K E ∼ ! (ExtDr)
• (*E) ∼ (*)E; 1K E ∼ E (ExtA)
One extends the operators a−1 to E0 by a−1 (!) = !. Then it is easy to check that
E ∼acs F =⇒ a−1 (E) ∼acs a−1 (F).
Remark 29. One can check, in view of Example 16, that the trace on E of the congruence ∼acs , in case K = B, is the ∼aci congruence of Brzozowski.
Theorem 30. For any semiring, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For every E ∈ E0 = ∼acs , the set {u−1 E}u ∈ ∗ is 9nite.
(ii) K satis9es property B.
5.1. Reconstruction lemma, congruence ∼acm3 and the linear forms of Antimirov
A well known lemma in language theory (and a little less in the theory of series)
states that, for a series S ∈ K and with const(S) = S|, one has
S = const(S) +


a∈

a(a−1 S):

This equality can be stated (but, of course not necessarily satis,ed) in E(K; )=∼ for all
admissible congruences which satisfy (A+) and (C). We will call it the reconstruction
lemma (RL) [15]. We establish the equivalence of (RL) and (Star) (E ∗ ∼  + E · E ∗ ).
Otherwise stated, if one of these two statement holds, the other does.
Theorem 31. Let ∼ be an admissible congruence coarser than ∼acm3 . Then (Star) and
(RL) are equivalent within E=∼.
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6. Conclusion
We have studied several congruences; our results can be summarized as follows:
∼acm1
Feature

∼acm2

∼acm3

K–∗ -module structure
FST (existence) Reconstruction lemma
Determinism (K of type B)
⇔ Star
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